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INT. SAWYER HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Susan lay strapped to the bed. Her mouth is covered in duct

tape which she constantly screams and cries under. Her face

is all moist and sweaty, snot running down from her nose.

Susan constantly pulls on the straps, yanking at all four

tied around her limbs.

CRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEK.

Suddenly the door begins to slowly open. Susan stops fussing

and looks forward as it opens.

A head slowly peeks in from behind the door frame. It’s

Jobe. He bears an evil and sadistic grin.

Susan’s eyes squint as tears stream down either ends of her

face.

JOBE

Thought you might want some

company.

He laughs, stepping out from behind the doorway, he holds up

Dani’s lifeless body. He picks up her limp arm, waving it at

Susan before dropping it and laughing. Her hand smacks

against her thy and Susan lets out a confined scream. She

continues to pull and kick at her constraints hysterically.

Jobe walks into the room holding up the body, dragging it

across the floor to the bed. He kicks the door closed.

INT. SAWYER HOUSE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

The door slams shut. We hear the faint cries and struggles

of Susan within.

INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jobe lays the body down next to Susan, Dani’s head falling

into Susan’s armpit. Susan frantically tries to pull herself

free, staring at the body and trying to pull away from it.

Jobe stands over the bed. He pulls off his shirt, revealing

a bony torso.

JOBE(CONT’D)

I love when a girl just lays there.

[laughs]

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

He unbuckles the belt of his pants, letting them drop. He

stands there in only his boxer shorts. Jobe smiles down as

Susan just continues in her hysterics.

JOBE(CONT’D)

It’s sure has been a while...

Jobe hops onto the bed, it squeaking as he lays on top of

Dani’s body. He grabs her face at the chin, pulling her head

off of Susan. He kisses the lips. He rubs his hands up and

down the corpse, groping the breast.

JOBE(CONT’D)

Oh, look at that.

Jobe pulls the tank top down below the body’s right breast

and smiles pervertedly. He then looks up at Susan who has

her head turned away, crying.

JOBE(CONT’D)

Look. (BEAT) Look!

Jobe grabs Susan’s face and turns her head toward him,

forcing her to stare down at Dani’s exposed body. She

immediately closes her eyes, screaming under the tape on her

mouth.

BRRRRRRBRRRRRRBRRRRR-AAAAAHHHHH!

Jobe lets out another sick laugh before he lets go of her

face.

JOBE

Yeah, ya better keep them eyes shut

(BEAT) cause she and I are ’bout to

have some fun!

Susan turns her head back the other way, facing the windows.

CLOSE on only Susan’s face. She doesn’t stop crying, but

stops struggling, taking a rest while Jobe maneuvers around

next to her. Before long, Susan begins bouncing with the bed

as it squeeks continuously. We hear Jobe’s heavy breathing

beside her.

JOBE

(O.S.)

Oh, yes...

Still on Susan’s face, she quickly becomes hysterical at the

realization that Jobe is now raping Dani’s corpse next to

her.

BRRRRRRRAAAH-BRRRAAAAAAA-AAAAAHHH!



3.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

EE-EE-EE-EE-EE-EE BRRRAAAAAAAHHHH!

The wooden door remains closed, the faint noises of the

squeaking bed and imprisoned screams behind it.


